This character map shows Lotus Bloom's inner emotions and conflicts. Starting with her afro, she shows pride in her afro and the paper airplanes that get thrown in her hair disturbs her peace. In her mind, she is constantly worried about what other people think about her. In her heart, she loves her friend Rebel, and always considers her opinion. Music is her nourishment, but she feels punched in the stomach when she is dress coded. She is always looking stylish, and she always has open arms to make everyone feel welcome. For her hands we focused on how she has to juggle being bullied and the responses she gets from the adults around her, and how she always has a violin in hand. Looking at her feet, you can see she runs away from conflict and towards musical opportunities like the one in Paris. Lastly, her Achilles heel is her avoidance of confrontation, even when things are making her uncomfortable.